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ADVERTISING
Despite massive publicity & advg
prescription drugs fail in con
sumer recognition -- except
Viagra, 1/25
Hi-tech zaps advg by letting
audiences screen it out, 3/15
McCormick's latest campaign...
plastic newspaper sleeve, 4/5
PR still more powerful that advg,
survey finds, 4/26
Breaking thru the clutter: color is
a major tool, sometimes, 5/31
Supermarket drops ads, uses
20/80 rule, customer loyalty,
6/14

ADVOCACY/ACTIVISTS
Coalition uses legitimate persua
sion to protect rainforest,
1/18
Process of involvement is more
important than results -
Oregon's healthcare rationing
system works because of
grassroots input, 1/18
Grassroots approach to legal
reform could help pr, 2/22
Citizens Against Lawsuit Abuse
creating stakeholders among
small businesses, 3/8
First NIMBY, then NOPE, now
BANANA, 3/15
Grassroots campaigns back, de
claring war on urban sprawl,
5/17
Will doctor's unions impact labor
as well as healthcare? 6/28

BERAVIORAL SCIENCES
7 practices that lead to success
for any org'n -- & to trust;
strategies & tactics for
earning trust, 1/4
Herzberg's classic employee
motivators questioned in
study, 1/11
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BOOKSIPUBLICATIONS
The Human Equation: Building
Profits By Putting People
First, 1/4
Secrecy, 1/4
lAS 38: Intangible Assets, 2/1
State of the World, 2/1
Writing for the Wired World: The
Communicator's Guide to Ef
fective Online Content, 2/15
How to Manage Your R.O.E. -
Return on Expectations, 2/15
1999 Guide to PR Research, 3/1
The Public Perspective, 3/1
America at the Polls, 3/1
The CEO's Playbook, 4/19
The Metrics Manual: Ten
Approaches to Measuring
Work/Life Initiatives, 4/26
The 1997 Community Relations
Index, 5/10

BUDGETS
Study finds PR budgets average
$3.8 million annually, 2/1
Moronic mgmt: $$ for activities
& things, not staff, 5/17

BUSINESS
In an era of mistrust & skepti
cism, making your org'n one
people can trust is the
ultimate differentiator; it
begins internally, 1/4
GM team wins Paul Garrett
award, helps meet strategic
goals, 1/18
Take care of your volunteers;
they'll take care of you, 1/25
New accounting standards touch
non-financial indicators, 2/1
Rumors more than just hot air,
study shows -- major genera
tor is org'l change; 2/15
Dare we leave design of non
financial indicator measure
ment to accountants? 2/15

Corp execs, media differ on
ethical behavior in third
world,3/1
Council of PR Firms to analyze
why 10 companies on
Fortune's '98 list of America's
Most Admired Companies
were. selected, 3/8
Economists make pr's human
climate work tough; bad news
in labor market despite a
super economy, 3/22
Research series finds CEOs not
held accountable for org'ns
reputation, 3/29
Cyberterrorism: a real threat to
companies & gov'ts, 4/5
Competition, other pr issues keep
CEOs awake at night, 4/12
Outside forces can "make or
break" CEOs & org'ns, 4/19
IR people would make good
additions to boards of small/
medium-sized companies
because of shareholder
expertise, 4/19
Reputation management in our
turbulent times: a model,
5/24
Should your CEO be a brand
name or in the shadows? 6/7
Resignation coverage shows why
CEOs go under the radar,
6/21
24-hr trading will give rumors,
disinformation clout, 6/28

CASE STUDIES
Colorado HMO derails a flawed
Medicare experiment, 1/25
In issue debate, only internal
message is controllable;
American Airlines pilot
walk-out, 3/22
PR drives culture change as
USPS reaches out to
consumers with "we deliver
for you" approach, 4/12
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COMMUNICATIONS
Secrecy destroys trust!
transparency builds it, 1/4
Effective reminders help to
remember, 2/1
Approximately 1/3 of top com'ns
ofcrs are women; 2/1
Learning maps clearly communi
cate strategic direction, 3/8
Hi-tech project gives proof of
value of face-to-face, 5/3
Hi-tech, hi-touch dictum true:
symbolic communication is
what works, 5/24
Clashing worldviews show the
crossroads pr must navigate:
creating more overcommuni
cations vs. building relation
ships, 6/21

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Hospital focuses on comty bene
fits, not traditional pr, 1/18
W.R. Grace post "A Civil Action"
release shows importance of
knowing opposition before
launching defensive media
campaign, 2/22
Comty radio, a strong local voice,
5/3
Budget cut forces decision:
which comty rels are key? 5/3
Report examines 28 companies to
identify the most effective
approaches to comty rels, 5/3
Non-traditional comty service
prgm becomes mktg success;
accounting firm teaches kids
basic money mgmt, 5/10
Comty rels becoming more
strategic but companies are
contributing less $$, 5/10
3-step comty organizing for
grassroots campaign, 5/17
Points of Light Foundation's
Awds for Excellence in Corp
Comty Service, 6/28

COMPUTERSnECHNOLOGY
Does hi-tech communication help
kill trust? 2/1
Manual teaches ins & outs of
Internet & e-mail com'n, 2/15
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Is the online information you read
true? 2/15
ProfNet -- resource for finding
expert sources, 3/1
Original news content increasing
ly available on Web, 3/8
Hi-tech zaps advg by letting
audiences screen it out, 3/15
When will some smart trial
lawyer sue for involuntary
servitude for being held on
"voice jail"? 3/22
Technology conference: heavy
on media, lacks organiza
tional integration, 3/29
Strategies & tactics for addres
sing rogue websites, 3/29
IR, PR & your website & e-mail
-- a fine line of legalities,
3/29
Reaching journalists using today's
technology, 3/29
Wired News reports new PC for
preschoolers, 3/29
Cyberterrorism: a real threat to
companies & gov'ts, 4/5
Boeing's media web site: an
on-line press room, 4/5
Briefing helps organizations build
web traffic, 4/12
Multi-media material being inte
grated into publications' Web
sites, 4/19
Hi-tech project gives ultimate
proof of value of face-to
face: Int'l team faces
problems until human factor
ofteam is recognized, 5/3
13 pros & cons to understand
about new media, 5/17
Some estimate 1/3 of pr dollars
are spent on hi-tech, 5/24
The Web: unbelievable medium
in more than one way-
feeding Y2K frenzy, 6/14
Op-ed modernization reflects new
com'n methods, 6/21

CONSUMER AFFAIRS/
CUSTOMER RELATIONS
American Airlines tries to "make
good" for frequent travelers:
enough? 3/1

Check what minority consumers
value before wooing them,
3/22
PR drives culture change as
USPS reaches out to
consumers with "we deliver
for you" approach, 4/12
Unintended pr consequences
damaging when symbolic;
United Airlines replaced
actors with dummies in
in-flight safety videos, 4/19
Print still unsurpassed medium
for point-of-behavior; Avis
distributing (local) Travel
Safety Information sheet to
customers, 4/19
Frontliners' delivery of customer
delight is major challenge,
5/24
Supermarket drops ads, uses
20/80 rule & customer
loyalty, 6/14

CRISIS MANAGEMENT/
COMMUNICATION
American Airlines case shows
need for stakeholders to be
represented, 2/22
W.R. Grace post "A Civil Action"
shows importance of know
ing opposition before launch
ing defensive media cam
paign, 2/22
In a disaster, are you prepared to
resist a media circus?
Littleton school tragedy, 4/26
Boston tv stations to limit
coverage in hostage/SWAT
team situations, 4/26
Scenario technique for visuali
zing gets sophisticated; crisis
mgmt, 6/14

EDUCATION
Research on the local level;
schools are leaders, 1/11
Non-traditional community
service program: accounting
firm teaches kids basic.
money management, 5/10
Studying skeptical publics (like
school stakeholders), 5/31
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EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
The hard truth about trust: it
begins internally, 1/4
Herzberg's classic motivators
questioned in study, 1/11
GM team wins Paul Garrett
award, helps meet strategic
goals, 1/18 .
Company uses maps for em
ployee communication, 2/15
Game teaches Sears employees
importance of bottom line,
2/15
American Airline case shows
need for stakeholders to be
represented, 2/22
Learning maps lead employees
thru discovery-based
learning, 3/8
In issue debate, only internal
message is controllable;
American Airline's strategy:
get correct data to employees
despite media, 3/22
IABC's internal customer service
manual, 4/19
Manual helps collect & measure
data about work/life
programs, 4/26
Internal com'ns isn't just internal
anymore, 5/10
What employment benefits do
graduating college students
find most valuable? 5/17

ENVIRONMENT
Coalition uses legitimate
persuasion to protect
rainforest, 1/18
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ETIDCS
Corp execs, media differ on
ethical behavior in third
world, 3/1
PRWeek, after sending free trial
subscriptions sends invoices
stating "thank you for your
subscription order", 4/19
Does media coverage influence
juries & prosecutors? Kid
napping case raises question
whether pr should serve
everyone, 6/7
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"The Ethics of Keeping Secrets,"
hot topic at IABC
Conference, 6/7
Demand for privacy may be ma
jor issue next century, 6/28
FINANCIAl)
INVESTOR RELATIONS
New accounting standards touch
non-financial indicators, 2/1
IR, PR & your website & e-mail
-- fine line of legalities, 3/29
This IS the unforgiving decade -Dow fell 44 points because
Gillette announced penny/
share short off expectations
for the quarter, 4/12
IR people would make good addi
tions to boards of smalll
medium-sized companies due
to shareholder expertise, 4/19
24-hour trading will give rumors,
disinformation clout; implica
tions for practitioners, 6/28

FORECASTING
Scenario technique for visualiz
ing: can be used in strategy
development, issue anticipa
tion & crisis mgmt, 6/14

GOVERNMENT
Object lesson or harbinger:
Ventura muscles into Minn.
Governor's office with
inexpensive grassroots
campaign, 2/8
Cyberterrorism: a real threat to
companies & gov'ts, 4/5

GRAPIDCSIPRINTING
Really good design communi
cates & is easy on the eyes;
using design to solve a
com'ns problem, 1/11
Company uses maps for
employee communication,
quality control, to plan its
future, 2/15
Breaking thru the clutter: color is
a major tool, sometimes, 5/31

HEALTHCAREIHOSPITALS
Hospital dep't focuses on
community benefits, not
traditional pr, 1/18
Colorado HMO derails a flawed
Medicare experiment, 1/25
Will doctor's unions impact labor
as well as healthcare? 6/28

INTERNATIONAL PR
Burson-Marsteller's Euro Rapid
Response Unit preps clients
for Euro conversion, 1/11
British "royal" in pr, 2/1
Corp execs, media differ on
ethical behavior in third
world,3/1

LANGUAGE
PR still not name of choice for
corp dep'ts survey finds, 2/8
Has Monica spoiled "relations"?
Dep't names are changing -
removing "affairs" or
"relations" to avoid any hint
of impropriety, 2/8
"Inclusivity" not "diversity";
Hispanic market data tells
why, 5/31

LAW
Grassroots approach to legal
reform could help pr, 2/22
Citizens Against Lawsuit Abuse
finding stakeholders among
small-businesses, 3/8
Relationships of pr practitioners
& lawyers to be studied by
doctoral student, 3/15
When will some smart trial
lawyer sue for involuntary
servitude for being held on
"voice jail"? 3/22
IR, PR & your website & e-mail,
a fine line of legalities, 3/29
Does media coverage influence
juries & prosecutors? 6/7
Lawyers propose changing bar
rules allowing them to
consult, 6/14
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LEADERSHIP
ProfNet -- resource for finding
expert sources, 3/1
Outside forces can "make or
break" CEOs & org'ns, 4/19
Should your CEO be a brand
name or in the shadows? 6/7

MEDIA
W.R. Grace post "A Civil Action"
shows importance of know
ing opposition before launch
ing defensive media
campaign, 2/22
Corp execs & media differ on
ethical behavior in third
world,3/1
MANAGEMENT
Original news contentincreasing
7 Practices that lead to success
ly available on Web, 3/8
for any org'n -- & to trust;
American Airline's strategy: get
strategies & tactics for
correct data to employees
. building trust, 1/4
despite media, 3/22
Herzberg's classic motivators
Rethinking the news release,
round-Up stories & other
questioned in study, 1/11
American Airline case shows
"minor" publicity -- what's
their value today? 3/22
need for stakeholders to be
Reaching journalists using today's
represented, 2/22
technology, 3/29
Learning maps lead employees
Boeing's media web site: a press
thru discovery-based
room on-line, 4/5
learning, 3/8
TV news audience continues
Manager's symbolic communi
decline, 4/5
cation sets tone, 5/10
Journalists say standards are slip
Moronic mgmt: $$ for activities
& things, not staff, 5/17
ping, credibility failing, 4/19
Reputation management in our
In a disaster, are you prepared to
turbulent times: a model, 5/24
resist a media circus? 4/26
Boston tv stations to limit
coverage in hostage/SWAT
MARKETING
team situations, 4/26
Houston Business Mktg Ass'n
Radio is alive & well, yet often
offering summer internships
overlooked by practitioners,
for college students, 1/25
5/3
The dilemma of "face"
CalTech & Fdn for American
promotion, 3/1
Com'ns (FACS) work to
Check what minority consumers
improve the quality of
value before wooing them,
reporting on science &
3/22
technology, 5/3
Whatever happened to honesty in .
13 pros & cons to understand
the marketplace? Deceptive
about new media, 5/17
mktg tactics, 4/5
Alan Tower's advice on
PRWeek, after sending free trial
presenting your side to the
subscriptions now sending
media, 5/24
"thank you for your subscrip
Does media coverage influence
tion order" invoices, 4/19
juries & prosecutors?
. Non-traditional community
Kidnapping case raises
service program becomes
question whether pr should
marketing success:
serve everyone, 6/7
accounting firm teaches kids
Prime-time viewing of major tv
basic money mgmt, 5/10
networks is down again, 6/7
Op-ed modernization reflects new
Supermarket drops ads, uses
20/80 rule & customer
com'n methods, 6/21
loyalty,6/14
Media may be most noteworthy
for motivating copycats, 6/28
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MULTICULTURALISMI
DIVERSITY·
Check what minority consumers
value before wooing them,
3/22
"Inclusivity" not "diversity";
Hispanic market data tells
why, 5/31

OPINION LEADERS
What is known about earning trust
for organizations? -
strategies & tactics, 1/4
Solicit thoughts of opinion
leaders when conducting
research for schools, 1/11
Example of dramatic change in
opinion leadership: Kids,
once totally ignored, are now
major influencers, 2/8
Community radio is a strong local
voice, 5/3

ORGANIZATION
DEVELOPMENT
In an era of mistrust & skepti
cism, making yourorg'n one
people can trust is the
ultimate differentiator, 1/4
GM team wins Paul Garrett
award, helps meet strategic
goals, 1/18
Company uses business map for
employee communication,
quality control, to plan future,
org'l culture etc., 2/15
Rumors more than just hot air,
study shows -- major genera
tor is org'l change, 2/15
Learning maps lead employees
thru discovery-based
learning, 3/8
Research series finds CEOs not
held accountable for org'ns
reputation, 3/29
PR drives culture change as
USPS reaches out to
consumers with "we deliver
for you" approach, 4/12
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PERSUASION
In an era of mistrust & skepti
cism, making your org'n one
people can trust is the
ultimate differentiator, 1/4
. Coalition uses legitimate
persuasion to protect the
rainforest, 1/18
Is the online information you read
true? 2/15
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PHILANTHROPY
Take care of your volunteers;
they'll take care of you, 1/25
Study shows why cause-related
activities are increasing, 3/15
Budget cut forces decision:
which community relations
are key? 5/3
When ad mentality creeps in,
good deeds become counter
productive -- party full of
sponsorship reminders, 5/24
~

PRSA
Universal Accreditation has
online study course, 1/18
PRSA's Technology Conference
highlights, 3/29
PRSA International Section
launches web site, 5/10
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PSYCHOLOGY
Basic psychological reason why
participation is absolutely
vital, 3/29
Publicity seeker's bad taste?
Capitalizing on a tragedy thru
promotion of a spokesperson
- 1-800-Therapist Network,
4/26
PUBLIC OPINION
Object lesson or harbinger:
Ventura muscles into Gover
nor's office with inexpensive
grassroots campaign, 2/8
Secondary research can reduce
cost, find rich database,
NaRC & Roper Center are
sources, 3/1
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Bernays biography reminds of
Eddie's negative feelings
about polls, 3/29

PUBLIC RELATIONS:
PROFESSION
What is known about earning
trust for organizations? -,..
strategies & tactics, 1/4
Ketchum (NY) launches .
Ketchum Road Scholarship
program, 1/25
What new accounting could mean
to pr, 2/1
"State of the World" report says
pr key to new millennium,
2/1
PR budgets average $3.8 million
annually according to study,
2/1
PR still not name of choice for
corp dep'ts survey finds, 2/8
Grassroots approach to legal
reform could help pr, 2/22
ProfNet -- resource for finding
expert sources, 3/1
Hi-tech zaps advg -- lets audien
ces screen it out; major
opportunity for pr to
differentiate itself, 3/15
Rush to measure pr good -- but
one consideration vital, 3/15
Relationships of pr practitioners
& lawyers to be studied by
doctoral student, 3/15
Economists make pr's human
climate work tough, 3/22
Makovsky: "Avalanching,"
"Atomizing" & "Iconizing"
will lead to unprecedented
growth for pr in new
millennium, 4/5
Unintended pr consequences
damaging when they're
symbolic,4/19
PR still more powerful that advg,
survey finds, 4/26
PR Jobs Kit helps organize
searches for job seekers &
org'ns seeking pr staffs, 4/26
Beware, media "gimmicks" can
backfire, 5/3
Reputation mgmt in our turbulent
times: a model, 5/24

Some estimate 1/3 ofpr dollars
are spent on hi-tech, 5/24
Studying skeptical publics (like
school stakeholders), 5/31
Kidnapping case raises question
whether pr should serve
everyone, 6/7
Nuffer Smith Tucker's scenario
model; creating multiscenario possibilities, 6/14
Clashing worldviews show the
crossroads pr must navigate:
creating more overcommuni
cations vs. building
relationships, 6/21
PR/HR trend continues, should be
encouraged, 6/21

PUBLICITYIPROMOTIONS
Despite massive publicity &
advg, prescription drugs fail
in consumer recognition -
except Viagra, 1/25
The dilemma of "face" promo
tion: necessary yet
dangerous, 3/1
Rethinking the news release, also
roundup stories & other
"minor" publicity -- what's
their value today? 3/22
Publicity seeker's bad taste?
Capitalizing on a tragedy thru
promotion of a spokesperson
-- 1-800-Therapist Network,
4/26
RESEARCH
Research a fixture on the local
level; schools are leaders,
1/11
Secondary research can reduce
cost, find rich database,
NaRC & Roper Center are
sources, 3/1
Cost of secondary research lower
than primary research, 3/8
Rush to measure pr good -- but
one consideration vital, 3/15
Commission on PR Measurement
& Evaluation to "help estab
lish & promote standards for
pr measurement," 3/15
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Manual helps to collect &
measure data about work/life
programs, 4/26
PR research conundrum: how to
measure trust, 5/24
Studying skeptical publics (like
school stakeholders), 5/31
To measure pr you must have
goals that are measurable, 6/7
Focus groups with a twist:
measuring perception shirts
using pre- & post-question
naires, 6/14
SOCIAL ISSUES
"State of the World" report says
pr key to new millennium,
2/1
Critical social issues priority
changes quickly year-to-year,
5/10

SOCIAL RESPONSmILITY
Company shows social
responsibility visually &
symbolically; emphasizes
face-to-face relationships,
6/21

TRENDS.
Hospital dep't shows move from
illness to wellness to
individual potential to
community potential, 1/18
New accounting standards touch
non-financial indicators, 2/1
More thoughts on trust: does
hi-tech communication help
kill it? 2/1
Makovsky: "Avalanching,"
"Atomizing" & "Iconizing"
will lead to unprecedented
growth for pr in new
millennium, 4/5
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Journalists say their standards are
slipping, credibility failing,
4/19
Community relations becoming
more strategic but companies
are contributing less $$, 5/10
Prime-time viewing of major tv
networks is down again, 6/7
Study: Both adults & teens
negative about kids today,
but..., 6/14
Clashing worldviews show the
crossroads pr must navigate:
creating more
overcommunications vs.
building relationships, 6/21
Midyear trend watch -- all will
impact pr, some mightily:
24-hour stock trading;
doctor's unions; media
motivating copycats; demand
for privacy, 6/28
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